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Nov. 1st 1934.

Dear Friend:
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a code of relationships. It is that part of philosophy
In last month's letter we attempted to show how
which estimates the importance of one person's ac:
philosophy, as logic, established the reasonableneu
tions upon another person. There has always been
or unreasonableness of m ental premises through a
a wide interval between theory and practice in hu
definite procedure. T his month we shall attempt
to show how philosophy, as ET HICS, examines . man relationships. Although civilization is general
ly regarded as a moral empire, its codes have not
the moral value of thought and action.
produced individual or collective security. There
Ethics is generally defined as the science of mor
-fore,
the true ends of morality have not been
ality; but this definition, li/(e so many others -in the
·achieved. An example of the abstract issue of mor
field of abstract learning, must not be taken too
ality is patriotism. Most nations regard patriotism
literally. In practice ethics is the science of attempt
.as a moral virtue, yet patriotism as now interpreted
ing to understand morality. The whole subkct of
is often anti-social and destructive. Thus we see
morality is susceptible of division into two major
that · the question of what is patriotism, if ex
aspects. The first of these parts seeks to answer
amined in the light of accepted tradition, might be
the question: what is morality? The second seeks
answered with the words "fanatical nationalism ."
the answer to the question: what ought morality
.If, .onthe other hand, we ask the question: what
to be?
ought patriotism to be? we should have to answer
T he question : what is morality? is generally
it in some more noble strain, possibly with the defi
answered by a survey of the moral codes and. stat
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- utes of various civilization , past an-d present. This , mtzon- ave a man:- - hz- tn war J at - homas
Paine, {{The world is m y country."
survey reveals the social outworking of the moral
Of course it is necessary, in approaching the
impulse in man.__ As we have no way of examining
problem of ethics, to establish some standard of ac
the moral impulse, except bya consideration of its
tion. This standard becomes the accepted measure
consequences, we judge morality by morals, even
of morality. Unfortunately there are fundamental
as we judge the quality of minds by the thought..
differences of opinion as to what constitutes moral
which emanate from them. __ A rather comprehen
standards. These opinions may be classified under
sive review of morality is therefore not difficult to
four general headings:
.
secure, as long as we are satisfied to estimate causes
entirely by their effects.
1st: T heal0 gians maintain that the will of God
is the standard of morality; t!wt th e Scriptural books
The question of what morality ought to be i')',
unfortunately, far more abstract and difficult to
of the world, because they are accepted as contain
ing the revealed Word of God, are the absolute text
answer. We all know what we do, but we are not
books of m orality.
all so certain of what we should do. Morality is
JJ

2nd: The rationalists maintain that pure rea~
son is the ultimate criterion of morality; that philos~
ophy, by extending all moral values to their abstract
ultimates of perfection, reveals the code of action
that all men should strive for.
3rd: The hedonists take the ground that com~
fort, pleasure and utility should be the dominating
factors in morality; that, individually and c(jllective~
ly, we should perform those actions which are most
pleasant and least arduous and cause the least social
confusion. Many of the adherents to this system
view the more conservative codes of moralism as
merely religious inhibitions.
4th: The biologists assume that morality is per
fect adjustment to natural law and social environ~
ment. To this school naturalness is the chief of the
t1irtues; and a person who lives a standard perfect~
ly consistent with what he is, in terms of species cmd
t)-pe, may be regarded as a moral animal. The bi
ologists, however, do assume that natural law to
some measure involves community responsibility.
T he biological definition of morality is, therefore,
perfect biological adaptation to environment and
circumstance.
In addition to these four rather well defined
interpretations of ethics, there is a fifth abstract ap~
proach to the subject. By this approach morality
is made a synonym of perfection. Perfectionism is
defined as the ethics of self-realization. This inter-
pretation defines morality as a purely personal issue.
Right and wrong are regarded as individual prob~
lems, and morality consists of each individual litl~
ing his own code according to his own light; at the:
same time presuming the existence of a natural im~
pulse in man which is leading him to a rational
and constructive philosophy of life.
One of the great problems peculiarly within the
province of ethics is the origin of the so~alled mor~
al urge. Is there something within man impelling
him to right action, or is morality merely the out~
growth of primitive social relationship? In other
words, is there an absolute standard of right and
wrong in the universe, or is there merely a relative
standard arising from action? Again, does the mor
al urge derive its authority from what is commonly
termed universal law? Is this universal law the
conscious Will of the Creative Agent, or is it mere

ly the mechanistic procedure of universal agency?
Is there a universal consciousness of morality, or is
morality only an accident of human consciousness
arising out of human chemistry?
The intuitionalists assume that the human mind
becomes aware, through a mystical extension of con~
sciousness, of a vast universal morality by which
man should regulate his life. T he materialists, on
the other hcmd, contend that there is no moral cer~
tainty in existence and that all action is finally mo-
tivated by impulses toward survival. Another defi~
l1ition of morality, therefore, is the code of survival.
Experience, over vast periods of time. has justified
certain attitudes towards action and demonstrated
the necessity of certain relationships. These actions
and relationships constitute the so~alled moral
evidences in life. Ethics is the science of these ac~
tions and relationships, and the purpose of philos~
ophy is to understand and apply them.
All human beings naturally desire to be happy
and all justifiable moral codes must, in some mea~
sure, acknowledge the desirability of this end. Eth~
ics divides happiness into two forms. The first it
terms egotistic, and the second universalistic. Ego~
tistic happiness, as a code of ethics, seeks the com~
fort, security and pleasure of the individual, and
under its law each man places his own well~being
as the first consideration of life. Universalistic hap~
piness, as a code of ethics, identifies the happiness
of the individual with collective happiness.
Nearly all of the great philosophers, mystics and
prophets, of the world have been dominated by the
universalistic theory of happiness. To the wise man
the happiness of each depends upon the happiness
of all. From a moral standpoint, unselfishness is
regarded as a more refined emotion than selfish
ness; therefore universalistic ethics is regarded as su~
perior and more enlightened than egotistic ethicj.
The materialist, however, will immediately ask: by
what rule do we posit unselfishness as superior to
selfishness? This immediately plunges the mind
into the deepest parts of the moral issue.
If we accept ethics as a philosophy of conduct,
we must then define right conduct. According to
philosophical morality, right conduct is that system
of action that most completely meets human need
and leads towards the realization of the most noble

human aspiration. It would follow, as Imman uel
Kant has observed, that ethics leads to that ultimate
condition in which individuals live together in a
condition of ends, rather than in a state of means.
All action is a means t owards an end. W hen right
action accomplishes the end, then we pass from the
state of effort to the state of reward. Happiness is
defined as that condition of consciousness which
man enjoys when he has fulfilled the requisite ac
tions to produce happiness. The old masters of
ethical philosophy postulated the Golden Age as
that time which was to come, when all morality as
means had accomplished morality as ends; and
men dwelt together in a sociaL order arising out of
_moraL d~scipline q,1J..d thLPerma~nt establishmeJJl
of moral values.
To students of metaphysical philosophy the issues
of ethics must be developed along lines of meta
physical inference. At the same time, the physical
inferences cannot be ignored; they should be regard
ed as Plato regarded them , as suspended from spirit
ual causes. The initiated Pagans regarded ethits as
one of the seven major attributes of divinity. God
was not only spirit and body, but also soul, and the
term soul inferred the whole sphere of moral virtues.
Socrates declared God to be good, thus positing
morality as em inevitable correlative of divinity.
The word ((good" is a very abstract term and is
impossible of exact definition. It is almost certain
to be involved in opinion when defined. T here
fore, like truth, it is divided into an absolute and a
relative aspect. T he absolute aspect is ignored as
impossible of understanding, and its relative aspect
IS defined in terms of existing standards, inferring
honesty, virtue, obligation, etc. We live in an age
0/ exploitation, in which might exercises its tem po
ral advantage over right, and the issues of m orality
are confused by the despotism of advantage. The
will of the strong becomes the passing standard of
right and wrong. Conquerors make laws for the
conquered, and the unin formed ascribe to these
laws a u1liversal aspect which they do not merit. In
time, errors long perpetuated become custom. Men
flO longer examine them, but accept unquestioning
old edicts and ancient fallacies.
It is inconceivable, as Francis Bacon h.as observ
ed, that this great universal plan should be without

a soul. Weare constantly confronted with irrefut
able evidence of a directing Intellect. If there is
consciousness in man, there is consciousness in the
universe of which man is but so small a part. If
there is morality in man, there is but one source
from which he can have derived it, and that is from
the Sovereign Morality of the world .
Plato was unquestionably one of the noblest men
w ho has ever lived upon this earth. T he theology
of Plato is one of the most exalted religious systems
ever established in the world. There is no better
way to approach the philosophy of Ethics than
through a series of definitions Platonically set forth.
You will remember from our previous letter that
-h-e-l0gic of Plato desCl:mi~d- fr7Jtngenerals to par
ticulars, from universal concepts to specific applica
tions. The Platonic philosophy is developed from
these fundamental premises:

1: That Universal Cause, which men have named
God, is Divine Life, to which the qualities of con
sciousness, intelligence and virtue are intrinsic.
2: God is good; that is, Divinity, by virtue of !tJ
own existence and its own nature, is by necessity
the standard of absolute perfection, to which all
other things must conform if they are to be god-like.
3: It therefore follows that, all who participate
of God as Energy or Mind must also participate
of God as Virtue , as these qualities are indivisible
and essentially one.
4: In the process of growth, or eVQlution, forms
partake of Divinity first as energy or consciousness;
second as intelligence or mind; and third as virtue
. or moraliti IT follo Ws t hat vIrtue IS one of the - .
last of human achievements, for creatures possessing
life and intelligence do not necessarily possess virtuc'.
Firtue, while latent in all natures, is said to be pos
sessed when it is objectified in action. Thus we
may say that a being possesses, or does not possess,
virtue in the sense that it either manifests, or does
not manifest, virtue in individual action,

S: Life energizes, intellect organizes, virtue civi
lizes. Thus all of the constructive relationships, by
which isolated creatures are finally brought into a
cooperative community existence, arise from man'J
realizCftion of Divinity as virtue.
6: Virtue is demonstrat.ed on several planes of na
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ture, but it must never be confused with various hu
man emotions. Love, friendship, mercy, obligation.
responsibility, generosity, etc. are terms often con
fused with virtue. It should be remembered that
virtue is a principle. We may call it, for practical
purposes, the principle of right relationships. Any
constructive emotion mayor may not be virtuous
according to its intrinsic merit, for virtue is a prin
ciple and not an action. Generosity, for example, is
not a virtue in itself, but it becomes a virtue when
directed by wisdom and integrity. Impractical gen
erosity can in no way be regarded as a virtue.

7: Thus, it appears that action partakes of virtue,
to the degree that it is consistent with that universal
fitness which is the very foundation of the world.
8: Platonically considered, virtue is more than
morality, for morality is limited to creatures possess
ing a moral nature, whereas virtue exists as a prin
ciple beyond the sphere of moral ·values. Ethic.;,
consequently, goes beyond morality and includes
that aspect of the Divine purpose which is suggested
by the term ((fitness."
9 : We must now define fitness. As we examine
the universal plan, as it is manifest in the univerje
spread out before us, we must be particularly im
pressed by the rightness and orderliness everywhere
manifest. To use a homely simile, there seems to
be a place for everything and everything is in its
place. The parts work together; the diversity is
enclosed within an all-sufficient unity; cooperation
is everywhere present. Contemplating the mystery
of Divine order, we cannot fail to be impressed
with a certain sense of substantial fitness. Every
thing is where it ought to be, doing what it ought
to do. This must be the pattern of all human re

lations hips. T htts ethics is man where he ought to
be, doing wlzat he ought to do, synchronizing per
sonal purpose with universal purpose.
10: Im manuel Kant gives a lofty definition of eth
ics in his famous categorical imperative. He realized
that each man must so act that, if that man's action
became a universal law, it would be just and suf
ficient. The true student of ethics bows to the in
evitable spiritual realities of life. He realizes that
obedience to universal law is the beginning of in
dividual fitness.
.
Morality is generally involved in the problem
of good and evil, and numerous man-made codes
of rig.~t and wrong are confused with ethics. All
right and wrong must be measured by the law of
universal fit ne;,s and not by man-made codes. When
an individual, through ignorace, violates some prin
ciple of universal fitness, he suffers. When a com
munity violates universal principle of com m unity
relationships, that community falls into evil, evert
though its man-made laws are not transgressed.
Man is happy q,nd his world is at peace w hen he
lives in harmony with universal purpose. It is uni
versal purpose w hich reveals natural ethics. To
the philosopher fitness not only infers rightness
but t he ((fitting in" quality. We are virtuous
when we ((fit in" to, the law of life. W e are
m oral when we live in perfect attunement with
the plan of which we are a part . T his plan
is not only a physical plan but a mental and spirit
ual plan. When our spiritual life is consistent with
the spiritual purpose of being, when our mental life
is in harmo'n y with the laws of mind, and when our
ph ysical life is consistent with the laws of nature,
we may then regard ourselves as ethical creature~/
possessing virtue and morality.
Y ours sincerely,

944 West 20th Street.
L os Angeles, Calif.
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